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Global Neffwork: The Beautiful and Talented, Gwen Albers from
Holland, is aiming for the BIG Screens



Gwen Albers is an actress from Holland who has given some tremendous performances in television, theatre and

ólms. This super successful and brilliant actress wanted to become a dancer, but today has carved a name for

herself in the world of acting. Trained at places like Theater School Amsterdam, Conservatory Stella Adler studio of

Acting in New York and at Ivana Chubbuck studios which is famous in Hollywood for Method Acting, she is

extremely passionate and a dedicated performer.

 

Her dream of becoming an actress took her to LA and it was for this dream that she put her dancing career on hold

and decided to dive into the sea of acting in the year 2009. Her performances in the ólms “Before I Awake”, “Love

Consequences”, “The Fallen”, “Clair de Lune”, “Grey Mouse”, and “Period” is absolutely mind blowing. For someone who

has danced for so many years of her life, it is commendable that she has changed her óeld to acting and become so
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successful with her brilliant performances. While she was in the dancing óeld, the reputed ballet companies The

Dutch National Ballet oúered her a contract.

 

Her theatre credits cover “Beyond Therapy”, “The OѰce of Dead Letters”, “The Factory Girls” and “Eric Gills Work”. She is

highly inspired by the works of directors Fabienne Berthaud and Sam Mendes, to name a few. This gorgeous actress

considers her role of Una in “The Factory Girls” as her personal favourite where she played the role of a seventy

year old Irish woman.

 

She has completed shooting for a short ólm by Elena Dalmasso in Italy and in November she will begin shooting

for the feature ólm “Overexposed” by Juan David Castilla. She is successful and an amazing performer and advises

the aspiring actors to be dedicated and to have endurance and self-belief. For the future she hopes to continue

working like she is now and believes the more she works would mean even more growth and development. She

aspires to work with more directors and take up new and challenging projects. For Gwen acting is something which

helps her in exploring the imperfections of human behaviour and she feels this is her best career move.  
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